
provided that the reactive control layer is inactive. (6) Chaining through LTM sequences is
achieved by biasing the LTM matching process.

The competition among LTM segments takes place on a quantity m where mk
l of

segment l of sequence k is defined as:

mk
l ¼ ck

l tk
l ð5Þ

where ck
l is defined as dðE;Ek

l Þ using the definition of d provided in equation (4). tk
l ,

tk
l [ ½0;1�; is a dynamic threshold that provides a probabilistic mechanism for chaining

through a LTM sequence. In case segment l of sequence k wins the competition by virtue
of having the lowest value of m, it will reduce t of segment l þ 1, of k; tk

lþ1; to a fixed
value b,b [ [0; 1]. tk

l relaxes to its default value of 1 according to tk
l ðtþ 1Þ ¼

aT þ ð1 2 aTÞt
k
l ðtÞ;aT [ ½0; 1�: The LTM segment that wins the competition will

dominate the behavioural output of the overall system when its m is below a fixed
threshold.

In the present implementation, STM is a ring buffer with a fixed length of 25 segments,
while the capacity of LTM is limited to 64 sequences.
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Individual neural progenitors generate different cell types in a
reproducible order in the retina1–3, cerebral cortex4–6 and prob-
ably in the spinal cord7. It is unknown how neural progenitors
change over time to generate different cell types. It has been
proposed that progenitors undergo progressive restriction8 or
transit through distinct competence states9,10; however, the
underlying molecular mechanisms remain unclear. Here we
investigate neural progenitor competence and temporal identity
using an in vivo genetic system—Drosophila neuroblasts—where
the Hunchback transcription factor is necessary and sufficient to
specify early-born cell types11. We show that neuroblasts gradu-
ally lose competence to generate early-born fates in response to
Hunchback, similar to progressive restriction models8, and that
competence to acquire early-born fates is present in mitotic
precursors but is lost in post-mitotic neurons. These results
match those observed in vertebrate systems, and establish Droso-
phila neuroblasts as a model system for the molecular genetic
analysis of neural progenitor competence and plasticity.

Despite substantial progress in vertebrates, we still know little
about the molecular basis for how a single neural precursor
sequentially generates different cell types. This is primarily due to
the lack of an in vivo model system where a single neural progenitor
can be studied at reproducible times during its lineage. The
Drosophila embryonic central nervous system (CNS) lends itself
well to the study of neural progenitor plasticity because neural
progenitors (neuroblasts (NBs)) can be individually identified, each
NB generates different cell types in a reproducible order, molecular
markers exist for each of these cell types, intrinsic factors are known
that confer different temporal identities, and gene expression can be
readily manipulated at specific points within the NB lineage11. NBs
repeatedly divide in a stem-cell-like mode to ‘bud off ’ a series of
smaller daughter cells called ganglion mother cells (GMCs). Cell
lineage studies show that every GMC has a unique identity based on
its ‘birth’ order within the NB lineage, and generates a characteristic
pair of neurons or glia. Recently, four transcription factors have
been identified that are excellent candidates for specifying GMC
temporal identity11,12. NBs sequentially express the transcription
factors Hunchback (Hb)!Krüppel!Pdm1!Castor, with GMCs
inheriting the transcription-factor profile of the parental NB on
their generation, which is then maintained in their own neuronal
progeny (Fig. 1)11. hb is both necessary and sufficient for specifying
the first-born temporal identities in multiple NB lineages, even
though first-born cells can be motor neurons, interneurons, or
glia11. Here we manipulate the timing and levels of Hb in a model
NB lineage (NB7-1) to ask two fundamental questions: when does a
NB lose competence to generate first-born neurons (immediately
after Hb downregulation, progressively during its lineage, or never)?
And when during neuronal differentiation is competence to gen-
erate first-born neurons lost (in NBs, GMCs, or post-mitotic
neurons)?

To assay changes of temporal identity within a single lineage, we
precisely define the birth order and sibling relationships of the early
NB7-1 lineage. NB7-1 generates five motor neurons (U1–U5) and
about 30 interneurons13,14. The five U motor neurons have stereo-
typed positions in the CNS (Fig. 1a), express the Even-skipped (Eve)
transcription factor (Fig. 2a), and innervate specific body wall
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muscles11,13,15. It has been proposed that U1–U5 develop from the
first five GMCs in the lineage11,16. Here we use a genetic method17 to
induce permanent, positively marked cell clones at different points
of the NB7-1 lineage. We find that the first five GMCs (GMC1–5)
sequentially generate the U1–U5 motor neurons, and that each Eveþ

motor neuron has an Eve2 sibling (Fig. 1b; Supplementary Movie
S1).

To test whether NBs lose competence to make first-born fates as
they progress through their cell lineages, we use prospero-Gal4 to re-
express high levels of Hb in the NB7-1 lineage just after the birth of
the Hb-negative GMC3 (Fig. 2b, cartoon). This has no effect on the
normal U1–U3 cell fates, as expected, but subsequently the NB
generates an average of 6.3 (n ¼ 60) extra U1 motor neurons based
on molecular marker expression (Fig. 2b and Table 1, row 2). To
more rigorously determine whether these neurons have a U1
identity, we assay the axon projections of single or small groups
of the putative U1 neurons, and observe that the ectopic U1 motor
neurons project out of the intersegmental nerve to dorsal body wall

muscles, consistent with the normal U1 neuron (Fig. 2d; see also
Supplementary Movie S2). We conclude that NB7-1 shows plas-
ticity: first-born U1 motor neurons can be induced even after
downregulation of endogenous Hb.

Hb is required to activate and repress target genes in a concen-
tration-dependent manner along the anterior–posterior body axis
during segmentation18. To test the idea that different levels of Hb
might have different functions in the CNS, we repeated the previous
experiment (Fig. 2b) but with lower levels of Hb expressed in
precisely the same temporal pattern (Fig. 2c). Whereas high levels
of Hb generate extra U1 neurons (Fig. 2b and Table 1, row 2), low
levels of Hb produce presumptive U2 neurons (Fig. 2c and Table 1,
row 3; we call them ‘presumptive’ U2 neurons because we cannot
distinguish them from U3 motor neurons without using Hb as a
marker). We conclude that high levels of Hb can induce U1 fates,
whereas lower levels can induce presumptive U2 fates. This may
explain how Hb generates two distinct temporal identities in the
NB7-1 lineage (U1 and U2).

Figure 1 The early lineage of NB7-1. a, The Eveþ U1–U5 motor neurons (1–5) have

stereotyped positions within the mature CNS14. One hemi-segment is shown.

b, Top: Schematic of the early NB7-1 lineage, based on data shown below. Eveþ U motor

neuron, coloured; Eve2 sibling cell, white. Bottom: Clonal analysis of the U1–U5 motor

neurons (see Methods and Supplementary Movie 1 for details). Anterior, up; medial, left.

Clones induced in GMCs label two sibling neurons (Tau::bgal, green; clone outlined) that

always contain one Eveþ U motor neuron (red) and one Eve2 sibling cell (I–V). Clones

induced in the NB label all progeny generated after the event (Tau::bgal, green; clone

outlined) (I
0
–IV

0
). Insets show Tau::lacZ-negative U1, U2, U3 or U4 motor neurons from

the same hemi-segment.
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Table 1 Quantification of hb misexpression phenotypes in the NB7-1 lineage

Expt Genotype* Ectopic
Hb levels†

Ectopic
Hb timing‡

Number Eveþ

U neurons§
U neuron temporal identityk

U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 Conclusion
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

1 Wild type None NA 5 (100) 1 1 1 1 1 Wild type
2 pros-gal4, 2 £ UAS-hb(23 8C) High U4 ! 9.3 (60) 7.3 1 1 0 0 Old NB is competent; high Hb ¼ U1 fate
3 pros-gal4, 1 £ USA-hb (18 8C) Low U4 ! 6.1 (20) 1 2.1 1 1 1 Old NB is competent; low Hb ¼ U2 fate
4 en-gal4, 2 £ USA-hb High NB/GMC 16.4 (20) 16.4 0 0 0 0 Mitotic precursors competent
5 eve-gal4, 2 £ USA-hb High Neurons 5 (30) 1 1 1 1 1 Post-mitotic neurons not competent
6 Wild type with heat shock None NA 5 (38) 1 1 1 1 1 Control for heat shock
7 hs-hb (3.5–5.5 h) Low U1/2 7.6 (30) 2.3 2.3 1 1 1 NB competent to make early-born fates
8 hs-hb (6.0–8.0 h) Low U3/4 5.9 (29) 1 1.9 1 1 1 NB less competent to make early-born fates
9 hs-hb (8.5–10 h) Low U4/5 5.4 (22) 1 1.4 1 1 1 NB less competent to make early-born fates
10 hs-hb (10.5–24 h) Low INs 5 (27) 1 1 1 1 1 NB not competent; temporal identity fixed
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

NA, not applicable.
*Genotype and temperature of experiment where relevant.
†Levels of ectopic Hunchback in lineage (qualitative).
‡Time of ectopic Hunchback in lineage (that is, U4 ! indicates Hb expressed in NB7-1 as it generates GMC4/U4 and all subsequent progeny). INs, interneurons.
§Number per hemi-segment. Numbers in parentheses indicate number of hemi-segments scored.
kAverage number of each cell type, including endogenous U1/U2 neurons, based on markers described in Fig. 2a.

Figure 2 NB7-1 shows plasticity in response to Hunchback. In this figure and in Fig. 3, the

top panels summarize Hb expression (endogenous Hb, black; ectopic Hb, blue), middle

panels summarize U1–U5 temporal identity based on the data shown below, and bottom

panels show the U1–U5 Eveþ neurons (red) stained for the indicated temporal identity

markers (green). All panels show one hemi-segment of a stage-16 CNS (anterior, up;

medial, left). a, Wild type. b, Re-expression of high levels of Hb in an older NB generates

ectopic U1 neurons; the genotype isþ/UAS-hb; prospero-Gal4/UAS-hb at 23 8C. Ectopic

Hb is not detected until after the birth of the Hb-negative U3 neuron (arrowhead), when it is

observed in all later-born, lateral positioned U neurons (right side of panel). Asterisk

indicates occasional Krüppel-negative U neuron of unknown identity. c, Re-expression of

low levels of Hb in an older NB generates ectopic presumptive U2 neurons; the genotype is

þ/þ; prospero-Gal4/UAS-hb at 18 8C. Hb staining was imaged at high gain to clearly

document the Hb-positive neurons; the Hb levels are much lower than in b. d, Ectopic U1

motor neurons project to dorsal muscles, similar to endogenous U1 motor neurons. The

U1–U5 marker Eve is red, whereas the bgal from an eve[þ3.5–4.3]tau::lacZ transgene

showing mosaic expression in U motor neurons is green. The endogenous U1/U2 neurons

do not express bgal (red arrowheads), but the bgal-positive ectopic U1 motor neurons

(silver arrowheads) project to dorsal muscles. The transgene also shows ectopic body wall

staining (dotted lines). Five segments are shown.
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The previous experiments induced Hb at a single point in the
NB7-1 lineage, just after U3 is generated. To test the competence of
NB7-1 at later points in its lineage, we use a heat-inducible hsp70-hb
transgene18 to provide pulses of Hb at progressively later points in
the lineage. When the Hb pulse is initiated early in the lineage, when
U1 and U2 are normally generated, we detect several ectopic U1 and
U2 neurons (Table 1, row 7). When Hb is provided later in the
lineage, when U3 and U4 are normally generated, we observe just
one ectopic presumptive U2 neuron (Table 1, row 8), and as Hb is

given progressively later, we observe a gradual decline in the
production of presumptive U2 neurons, until no response to Hb
is detected (Table 1, rows 9 and 10). Interestingly, an early pulse of
Hb generates first-born U1 fates, but later pulses generate only
presumptive U2 fates; perhaps only the early pulse, which combines
induced and endogenous Hb levels, can achieve Hb levels sufficient
to generate the U1 fate. We conclude that the NB shows a
progressive restriction in its ability to generate early-born fates in
response to Hb, consistent with models of progressive restriction
proposed for vertebrate neural progenitors8.

We next address the question of when temporal identity is fixed
during the process of neuronal differentiation. We begin by assaying
NB and GMC competence, using engrailed-Gal4 to limit Hb to NBs,
GMCs and young neurons (Fig. 3a, ‘early’ panel), but not in mature
post-mitotic neurons (Fig. 3a, ‘late’ panel), in the NB7-1 lineage. We
observe a massive induction of U1 motor neurons, which stably
maintain their U1 molecular marker profile through to the end of
embryogenesis without detectable Hb protein (Fig. 3a and Table 1,
row 4). To perform the converse experiment, we use eve-Gal4 to
express Hb specifically in post-mitotic U1–U5 motor neurons
(Fig. 3b, cartoon). Despite high levels of Hb in these neurons, all
U1–U5 cell fate markers remain wild type (Fig. 3b and Table 1, row
5). Similarly, hsp70-hb-induced expression in newly post-mitotic
neurons has no effect on their temporal identity (Table 1, rows 9 and
10). Thus, transient Hb expression in mitotic progenitors can
induce early-born U1 identity, but permanent Hb in post-mitotic
neurons does not alter their temporal identity. We currently cannot
distinguish whether competence is lost in GMCs or in newly
post-mitotic neurons. We conclude that mitotic progenitors, but
not mature post-mitotic neurons, are competent to establish early-
born neuronal identity in response to Hb.

Our results lead to two major conclusions. First, NBs exhibit both
plasticity and progressive restriction during their cell lineage. Older
NBs are competent to make early-born neurons in response to Hb,
but this competence progressively declines over time (Fig. 4a). Some
NBs may lose competence even more rapidly than NB7-1, however,
as NB1-1 and NB4-2 show a more limited response to ectopic Hb11.
Second, only mitotic progenitors are competent to respond to Hb,
and transient Hb in these progenitors is sufficient to establish
heritable early-born neuron identity (Fig. 4b). This latter result
may reflect the normal function of Hb in the CNS, because Hb is
absent from Eveþ neurons by larval stages, and thus it may normally
act to maintain Eve expression by inducing a heritable gene
expression cascade or by an epigenetic mechanism. Interestingly,
transient Hb leads to epigenetic silencing of HOX gene expression
during Drosophila segmentation19, and the Hb-related Ikaros pro-
tein is required to silence gene expression in mature B cells during
mammalian haematopoiesis20. In both systems, the Hb/Ikaros
proteins physically interact with Mi-2-Polycomb complex proteins

Figure 3 Mitotic progenitors but not post-mitotic neurons show competence to respond to

Hunchback. a, Hb expression in NBs, GMCs and young neurons (early panel, stage 13

shown); the genotype is engrailed-Gal4/UAS-hb; þ/UAS-hb. A large pool of mature

U1 neurons maintain their temporal identity despite the absence of Hb protein (late

panel, stage 17 shown). b, Hb expression in post-mitotic neurons; the genotype is

eve[þ3.5-4.3]-Gal4/UAS-hb;þ/UAS-hb. Despite high Hb levels, all U1–U5 markers are

expressed normally.

Figure 4 Summary of NB, GMC and neuronal competence to respond to Hb. a, NB7-1

shows progressive loss of competence to generate early-born neurons in response to Hb.

b, The competence to generate early-born neurons in response to Hb is lost by the time a

neuron becomes post mitotic.
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to induce histone deacetylase-mediated gene silencing21,22. This
suggests an attractive model for temporal specification in the
Drosophila CNS, in which Hb recruits Mi-2-Polycomb to silence
genes conferring later-born temporal identity. The molecular basis
of competence remains unclear, with one exception: we know that
downregulation of Hb triggers progressive loss of competence,
because maintaining continuous high Hb levels can indefinitely
maintain competence11. Is competence due to the presence of an
unknown Hb target and cofactor, or the absence of a negative factor
that suppresses early-born fates (such as Klumpfuss23)? Does loss of
competence in old NBs and in differentiating neurons occur by
different mechanisms? Is there a distinct, later competence state for
specifying subsequent Krüppel-positive temporal identities? Droso-
phila NBs now provide a model system for investigating the
molecular nature of neural progenitor competence. A

Methods
We used the following fly stocks: (1) hsp70-hb (HB476.1 homozygous on chromosome
III); (2) yw; UAS-hb; UAS-hb; (3) yw; þ; UAS-hb; (4) prospero-Gal4/prospero-Gal4 on
chromosome III; (5) prospero-Gal4/CyO, ftz-lacZ; eve-tau::lacZ/TM3, ftz-lacZ; (6)
eve[þ3.5–4.3]-Gal4/eve[þ3.5–4.3]-Gal4 on chromosome II; (7) engrailed-Gal4/engrailed-
Gal4 on chromosome II; (8) yw, hsp70-FLP on chromosome X; and (9)þ/Act5c-FRT-stop-
FRT-Tau::lacZ, CyO.

For hs-hb experiments, embryos were collected for 1–2 h, aged to the indicated time,
and subjected to three cycles of 30 min at 37 8C then 1 h at 22 8C, and allowed to develop to
stage 16–17. This generates the maximum Hb level without affecting control embryos; Hb
protein is detected throughout the CNS for 4 h after induction. Before heat shock, some
embryos were fixed and stained with Eve/Hb for developmental staging. For hs-FLP
experiments, embryos were subjected to heat shock for 22 min at 37 8C and aged to stage
16–17. Detailed methods available upon request.

All antibodies, staining procedures and imaging methods have been described
previously11, except for guinea-pig anti-Runt (1:500) and rat anti-Vvl (1:100)
antibodies. All images were collected as confocal image stacks, processed in ImageJ (NIH),
and shown as two-dimensional projections. U neurons are shown as insets in their
approximate spatial position if they would be obscured in the projection.
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Bardet–Biedl syndrome (BBS) is a genetically heterogeneous
disorder characterized primarily by retinal dystrophy, obesity,
polydactyly, renal malformations and learning disabilities.
Although five BBS genes have been cloned1–6, the molecular
basis of this syndrome remains elusive. Here we show that BBS
is probably caused by a defect at the basal body of ciliated cells.
We have cloned a new BBS gene, BBS8, which encodes a protein
with a prokaryotic domain, pilF, involved in pilus formation and
twitching mobility. In one family, a homozygous null BBS8
mutation leads to BBS with randomization of left–right body
axis symmetry, a known defect of the nodal cilium. We have also
found that BBS8 localizes specifically to ciliated structures, such
as the connecting cilium of the retina and columnar epithelial
cells in the lung. In cells, BBS8 localizes to centrosomes and basal
bodies and interacts with PCM1, a protein probably involved in
ciliogenesis. Finally, we demonstrate that all available Caenor-
habditis elegans BBS homologues are expressed exclusively in
ciliated neurons, and contain regulatory elements for RFX, a
transcription factor that modulates the expression of genes
associated with ciliogenesis and intraflagellar transport.

BBS exhibits substantial genetic heterogeneity and, although
typically inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern, in some
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